[The importance of lymphadenectomy for muscle invasive transitional cell carcinoma of the human bladder - a review of the literature].
The extent of the lymphadenectomy (LAE) as well as the appearance of lymph node metastasis are important prognostic factors in the treatment of the muscle invasive transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder (TCC). However there is still the need to discuss the dimension of the LAE. Pubmed was searched with regard to guidelines for the treatment of muscle invasive TCC. In particular, operation techniques, the appearance of lymph node metastasis, lymph node mapping, histopathological and radiological detection methods, as well as the risk of positive lymph nodes were analysed. The confirmation of lymph node metastasis is associated with a poorer outcome. Besides knowledge of metastasis pathways, an extensive and careful pathological reprocessing is one cornerstone of the procedure. Molecular markers seem to support the detection of micrometastasis. The extended LAE is associated with a better long-term survival rate compared to the limited LAE. New operation techniques such as laparoscopic or robot-assisted cystectomy are associated with lower peri- and postoperative morbidity, but the extended LAE is more challenging using these techniques. There are no long-term results available yet for these methods. Most data regarding lymphadenectomy and survival rate are based on retrospective studies thus decreasing the level of evidence. An extended LAE shows retrospectively a better outcome in patients with lymph node metastasis in TCC. Therefore an extended LAE should be performed in patients with muscle invasive TCC. New methods for detecting lymph node metastasis are elevating the confirmation rate.